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Boundary Waters Canoe Camping
Carrie Newcomer is a songwriter, recording artist, performer and educator. She has been
described as a "prairie mystic" by The Boston Globe, and Rolling Stone wrote that she "asks all
the right questions." Carrie has released 15 nationally distributed albums on Rounder Records
and Available Light Records, including her 2016 recording, The Beautiful Not Yet. Newcomer
has performed extensively through the U.S. and in Europe, India, Kenya, and the Middle East,
regularly facilitating workshops and presenting keynotes on the topics of songwriting,
spirituality and vocation. She lives in the woods outside of Bloomington, Indiana with her
husband Robert and her two shaggy rescue dogs.

Wintering
The members of the Eide family find themselves changed forever after their elderly, demented
patriarch runs into the wilderness of northern Minnesota in an attempt to reenact a similar
adventure sixty years earlier.

A Life in Two Worlds
In this complete and up-to-date guide, first-time campers will find answers to all their questions
about where to go, how to pack, and what to do. Seasoned campers will find helpful tips to
streamline their planning and make their next trip better than ever.

The Gunflint Lodge Cookbook
THE WHOLE FOREST FOR A BACKYARD: A Gunflint Trail Wilderness Memoir. It is mostly
about his growing up years in the 1950s and 1960s at the resort his parents owned 32 miles
into the boreal forest from the town of Grand Marais, Minnesota. The book reflects the
perspective of a small, free-range boy with a large imagination reared in one of our nation's
most cherished wilderness areas. It also reflects fully the bearing this wilderness has had since
that boy has grown. Far more than a sentimental journey into the past, this memoir is a story of
triumphs, tragedies, and transitions, which reveals in full the cathartic powers of nature. The
lessons presented are all the more relevant today. Our need to reconnect with the wild has
never been greater.
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Minong--the Good Place
Offers recipes using fresh Minnesota ingredients, along with anecdotes of life at Gunflint Lodge
from the 1920s to the present

A Year in the Wilderness
Look out for Mary Kubica’s new twisty psychological thriller, The Other Mrs. perfect for fans of
“You”. Over a million copies sold. “A twisty, roller coaster ride of a debut. Fans of Gone Girl
will embrace this equally evocative tale.” —Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“I’ve been following her for the past few days. I know where she buys her groceries, where
she has her dry cleaning done, where she works. I don’t know the color of her eyes or what
they look like when she’s scared. But I will.” One night, Mia Dennett enters a bar to meet her
on-again, off-again boyfriend. But when he doesn’t show, she unwisely leaves with an
enigmatic stranger. At first Colin Thatcher seems like a safe one-night stand. But following
Colin home will turn out to be the worst mistake of Mia’s life. When Colin decides to hide Mia
in a secluded cabin in rural Minnesota instead of delivering her to his employers, Mia’s
mother, Eve, and detective Gabe Hoffman will stop at nothing to find them. But no one could
have predicted the emotional entanglements that eventually cause this family’s world to
shatter. An addictively suspenseful and tautly written thriller, The Good Girl is a propulsive
debut that reveals how even in the perfect family, nothing is as it seems. Look for these other
pulse-pounding thrillers by New York Times bestselling author Mary Kubica: Pretty Baby Don’t
You Cry Every Last Lie When the Lights Go Out The Other Mrs.

The Eddy
Naturalist and North Shore expert Andrew Slade presents 50 day hikes in Minnesota's North
Shore, from Duluth to Grand Portage, that wind through eight state parks, the Superior
National Forest, the Superior Hiking Trail, and even into the BWCAW.

Library Media Connection
Cache Lake Country: Or, Life in the North Woods
In 1848, while on a wagon train headed for Oregon, fourteen-year-old Francis Tucket is
kidnapped by Pawnee Indians and then falls in with a one-armed trapper who teaches him how
to live in the wild.

One Summer Up North
Arranged by season and including helpful "as seen while hiking" views, this guidebook opens
up a world of natural beauty for wildflower watchers in northen climes.

Trapping the Boundary Waters
Minong (the Ojibwe name for Isle Royale) is the search for the history of the Ojibwe people's
relationship with this unique island in the midst of Lake Superior. Piece by piece, Cochrane has
assembled a narrative of a people, an island, and a way of life that transcends borders,
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governments, documentation, and tidy categories. His account reveals an authentic 'history':
the missing details, contradictions, deviations from the conventions of historical narrative?the
living entity at the intersection of documentation by those long dead and the narratives of those
still living in the area.

Mr. Tucket
The British National Bibliography
A Life in Two Worlds chronicles Betty Skoog's years on Saganagon's Lake before it became
part of Quetico Park.

The Songs of Trees
Caldecott Medalist Brian Selznick's #1 NY Times bestseller is now available in ebook form!
Exquisitely produced, it offers a unique reading experience, you'll want both the print and
ebook editions! Playing with the form he created in his trailblazing debut novel, The Invention
of Hugo Cabret, Brian Selznick once again sails into uncharted territory and takes readers on
an awe-inspiring journey. Ben and Rose secretly wish their lives were different. Ben longs for
the father he has never known. Rose dreams of a mysterious actress whose life she chronicles
in a scrapbook. When Ben discovers a puzzling clue in his mother's room and Rose reads an
enticing headline in the newspaper, both children set out alone on desperate quests to find
what they are missing. Set fifty years apart, these two independent stories -- Ben's told in
words, Rose's in pictures -- weave back and forth with mesmerizing symmetry. How they
unfold and ultimately intertwine will surprise you, challenge you, and leave you breathless with
wonder. Rich, complex, affecting, and beautiful -- with over 460 pages of original artwork -Wonderstruck is a stunning achievement from a uniquely gifted artist and visionary.

The Good Girl
Biographical essays covering women from the early years of Minnesota Territory to the
opening days of the feminist movement. Includes an updated list of women who have served in
the Minnesota legislature; and women who have risen to prominence as judges, business
leaders, and sports figures.

Woman of the Boundary Waters
This up-to-date resource is based on lectures developed by experts in the relevant fields and
carefully edited by the leading astrobiologists within the European community. Aimed at
graduate students in physics, astronomy and biology and their lecturers, the text begins with a
general introduction to astrobiology, followed by sections on basic prebiotic chemistry,
extremophiles, and habitability in our solar system and beyond. A discussion of astrodynamics
leads to a look at experimental facilities and instrumentation for space experiments and,
ultimately, astrobiology missions, backed in each case by the latest research results from this
fascinating field. Includes a CD-ROM with additional course material.

Wonderstruck
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After 18-year-old Toby Jennings survives a suicidal motorcycle ride, he attempts to reclaim his
life. But some things don't rest that easily. When he meets Mitchell James, the wildly erratic
English teacher who harbors his own dark past, the two strike up an unusual partnership. From
the tough halls of an inner city high school, to the trout filled waters of the American West, The
Eddy takes the reader on a memorable journey sure to resonate with anyone who has ever
longed to break away. Don't just give this book to the fly fisher in your life; give it to anyone
who knows what it's like to be different, to anyone who struggles to find a place of comfort in
this world.

Size Limits of Very Small Microorganisms
"The best way to get to know Justine Kerfoot would be to explore a northern forest with her.
The next best way to know "8Just' is on these pages. Here Justine is at her best, sharing with
us her romantic and colorful, and sometimes a tad dangerous, life."--Les Blacklock Step off the
Gunflint Trail, stride to a high point, and savor the view. Only the dark, cool waters and the
rugged granite shores interrupt the panorama of the sweeping forest. In this engaging memoir,
local pioneer Justine Kerfoot chronicled a year's worth of experiences and insights while living
on the legendary Gunflint Trail. The unique month-by-month chapters of Gunflint and Kerfoot's
rich memories provide a year-round view of a wilderness life that most of us glimpse only in alltoo-short weekend interludes. Justine Kerfoot (1906-2001) lived on Minnesota's remote
Gunflint Trail for more than six decades. She wrote of her adventures and travel in a weekly
column for the Cook County News-Herald for forty-five years and is the author of Woman of
the Boundary Waters (Minnesota, 1994).

Women of Minnesota
The classic chronicle of life and self-reliance in the great Northern Forest, reissued for its many
fans “Cache Lake Country is a gem for many reasons—a simple narrative, the ways in which it
conveys the work-a-day joys and exertions of life in the wilderness, the woodscraft techniques
it illustrates, and the slow and pleasurable way in which the soul of a serene man is revealed.”
—The New York Times Over half a century ago, John Rowlands set out by canoe into the wilds
of Canada to survey land for a timber company. After paddling alone for several days, he came
upon "the lake of my boyhood dreams," which he named Cache Lake because there was
stored the best that the north had to offer?timber for a cabin; fish, game, and berries to live on;
and the peace and contentment he felt he could not live without. This is his story, containing
both folklore and philosophy, with wisdom about the woods and the demand therein for
inventiveness. It includes directions for making moccasins, stoves, shelters, outdoor ovens,
canoes, and hundreds of other ingenious and useful gadgets.

Brown Dog
An ice-cold glass of root beer and a warm welcome greeted thousands of weary paddlers who
stopped at the Isle of Pines to meet Dorothy Molter, the courageous, independent woman who
became a North Woods legend. Bob Cary, Dorothy's longtime friend, captures her life and
spirit in Root Beer Lady. Book jacket.

The Whole Forest for a Backyard
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Gunflint
Charles Cook's own recollection of his 13 months trapping, hunting, fishing, and living in the
Boundry Waters between Minnesota and Ontario -- first written in the early 1950s but never
before published.

The Beautiful Not Yet
Now you can identify wild berries and fruits! Learn what’s edible and what to avoid with this
easy-to-use field guide. The nearly 200 species in this revised and updated book are organized
by color, then by form, so when you see something in the field, you’ll know just where to look
to learn more about it. Full-page photos and insets show each plant’s key identification points,
while detailed descriptions give you the information you need to know. Interesting tidbits about
the plants’ many uses, range maps, a ripening calendar, and more make this an indispensable
guide for Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan foragers. Teresa Marrone has been gathering
and preparing wild edibles for more than 20 years. Let her share that experience with you.

North Writers
A heart-warming, thoroughly modern, marvelously illustrated guide, Boundary Waters Canoe
Camping is aimed at paddlers in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area in Minnesota and covers
places to go, planning a canoe trip, navigating, selecting a canoe and rigging it out, selecting
equipment, camping and cookery, traveling with children, and dealing with hazards--all brought
to you by one of America's most renowned canoeing experts, Cliff Jacobson. This completely
updated and revised edition includes more than 100 stunning full color photos, new product
ideas, and revised appendices. GPS navigation information has been added, and a new
chapter on solo canoeing details how to paddle, portage and pack these personal-sized
watercraft. Also new is a section with sage advice from some of the top Boundary Waters
paddlers.

Slanted Truths
During bathtime, Christopher and his mother share an experience in which she shrinks to a
very small size and is set afloat in the bathtub, but Christopher is there to take care of her. By
the creators of I Need a Snake. Reprint.

LISTENING POINT
Thrust into year-round life at her mother's fledgling summer resort, Justine was confronted with
learning survival in the frigid north woods, a challenge she met with extraordinary verve and
recounts with great candor and humor in this remarkable book.

Complete Course in Astrobiology
A wordless picture-book journey through the Boundary Waters, canoeing and camping with a
family as they encounter the northwoods wilderness in all its spectacular beauty It's a place of
wordless wonder: the wilderness of the Boundary Waters on the Minnesota-Canada border.
Travel its vast distances, canoe its streams and glacial lakes, take shelter from rain under a
rocky outcropping (or in your tent), camp in its vaulting forests as stars embroider the
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darkening sky. Is this your first visit? Or is it already your favorite destination? Come
along--join a family of three as their journey unfolds, picture by picture, marking the changing
light as the day passes, the stillness before the gathering storm, the shining waters
everywhere, rushing here, quietly pooling there, beckoning us ever onward into nature's infinite
wildness one summer up north.

Wild Berries & Fruits Field Guide of Minnesota, Wisconsin & Michigan
An anthology of all of the Brown Dog novellas includes a previously unpublished story and
follows the down-on-his-luck Michigan Native American's misadventures with an overindulgent
lifestyle, his two adopted children and an ersatz activist who steals his bearskin. 35,000 first
printing.

Mommy Go Away!
To early French explores it was Bois Forts, the Strong Woods. This land, sweeping north and
west from Lake Superior's western shore, is primarily boreal forest, rivers, and lakes, with cliffs
formed by prehistoric volcanoes and glacial ice. The lure of this land is the unifying force
behind Henricksson's anthology. Through its stories, the land is celebrated, cursed, glorified,
and explored by writers who simultaneously reveal themselves, their cultures, and their roots.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Compass Season
"Compass Season extols the natural world and its enduring ability to enlighten as it disperses
the clouds of modern life." "Beautiful book, beautifully written, inspiring yet practical."
"Compass Season has so nailed what it means to live in the North year-round."Compass
Season creates sparks intended to ignite fires of your own. It isn't a front-to-back cover book.
Chapters will come looking for you. In this busy world of complexity and noise, nature has
sometimes the healing wisdom we need to cut through the chatter.Compass Season is more
than a regional book. Whether you are city-born and bred or a hard-core camper, you will find
new perspectives and novel ideas here.Makes a perfect gift. This book is ideal for weddings,
anniversaries, retirement, birthdays. Something to tuck in a backpack. Something to take to a
cabin. A great read on a long winter's night.John Bragstad mixes powerful images and
experiences in the precambrian landscape with insightful glimpses into problems we all face.
His work as a marriage counselor and canoe guide weave the grandeur of nature and the
beauty of the human spirit into a memorable read.

Root Beer Lady
No Marketing Blurb

Wildflowers of the Boundary Waters
The story of the Ham Lake fire, at the time the most destructive wildfire in modern Minnesota
history—the blaze, the firefighters’ battle, the human toll On May 5, 2007, two days into his
twenty-seventh trip to the Boundary Waters, Stephen Posniak found a perfect spot on Ham
Lake and set about making a campfire. Over the next two weeks, the fire he set would
consume 75,000 acres of forest and 144 buildings. More than one thousand firefighters would
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rally to extinguish the blaze, at a cost of 11 million dollars. Gunflint Burning is a comprehensive
account of the dramatic events around the Ham Lake fire, one of the largest wildfires in
Minnesota history. Cary J. Griffith describes what happened in the minutes, hours, and days
after Posniak struck that fateful match—from the first hint of danger to the ensuing race to flee
the fire or defend imperiled property to the incredible efforts of firefighters and residents
battling a blaze that lit up the Gunflint Trail like the fuse to a powder keg. We meet locals faced
with losing everything: the sheriff and his deputy tasked with getting everyone out alive; tourists
caught unawares; men and women using every piece of equipment and modern firefighting
technique against impossibly high winds and dry conditions to suppress a wildfire as it grew to
historic proportions; and, finally, Stephen Posniak, who in the aftermath tragically took his own
life—the fire’s only fatality. In sharp detail, Gunflint Burning describes the key events of the
Ham Lake fire as they unfold, providing readers with a sense of being on the front lines of an
epic struggle that was at times heroic, tragic, and sublime.

Gunflint Burning
"Lynn Margulis is one of the most successful synthetic thinkers in modern biology. This
collection of her work, enhanced by essays co-authored with Dorion Sagan, is a welcome
introduction to the full breadth of her many contributions." EDWARD O. WILSON, AUTHOR OF
THE DIVERSITY OF LIFE "An important contribution to the history of the 20th century. Read it
and you will taste the flavor of real science." JAMES LOVELOCK, AUTHOR OF GAIA: A NEW
LOOK AT LIFE ON EARTH "Truly inspirational and of fundamental importance. This thoughtful
series of essays on some of the largest questions concerning the nature of life on earth
deserves careful study."PETER RAVEN, MISSOURI BOTANICAL GARDEN

Somewhere in the Unknown World
“Listening Point tells of what I have seen and heard on a bare glaciated spit of rock in the
Quetico-Superior country. Each time I have gone there I have found something new that has
opened up whole realms of thought and interest. From it I have glimpsed the immensity of
space and at times the grandeur of creation. “I believe that I have experienced there one of the
oldest satisfactions of man; when as he gazed upon the earth and sky, he sensed the first
vague glimmerings of meaning in the universe. I know that while we were born with curiosity
and wonder, and our early years are full of the adventure they bring, such inherent joys are
often lost. I also know that, being deep within us, their latent glow can be fanned to flame again
by awareness and an open mind. “Listening Point is dedicated to rekindling that flame by
capturing this almost forgotten sense of wonder, and learning from rocks and trees and all the
life that surrounds them truths that can encompass all. “I named this place Listening Point
because only when one comes to listen, only when one comes sharpens one’s awareness,
can one see and hear in the sense in which I use these words. Everyone has a listening point
somewhere, some quiet place where he can contemplate the awesome universe. This book is
simply the story of what such a place has meant to me. The experiences that have been mine
can be known by anyone who will make the effort.” Thus the author of The Singing Wilderness
sets the tone of his new book—a book that not only successfully recaptures the to-be-treasured
sense of wonder of which he speaks, but also brings to life, in all its essential grandeur, the
unparalleled heritage of lakes and rivers and forests we are so fortunate to be able to call our
own. Listening Point is a book that will rekindle spirits wearied by the turmoils of twentiethcentury living—that will teach us a new way to look at the world around us and to feel the better
for it. With 28 magnificent black-and-white drawings by Francis Lee Jacques.
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Hard Work and a Good Deal
From National Geographic's 2014 Adventurers of the Year, a beautifully illustrated account of a
year in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness

A Life in Two Worlds
to do with the calling of loons, with northern lights, and the great silences of land lying
northwest of Lake Superior. It is concerned with the simple joys, the timelessness and
perspective found in a way of life which is close to the past. I have heard the singing in many
places, but I seem to hear it best in the wilderness lake country of the Quetico-Superior, where
travel is still by pack and canoe over the ancient trails of the Indians and voyageurs." Thus the
author sets the theme and tone of this enthralling book of discovery about one of the few great
primitive areas in our country which have withstood the pressures of civilization. Acute natural
perceptivity and a profound knowledge of the relationships to be found in nature combine here
in vivid evocations of the sights, the sounds, the vast stillnesses, and the events of the
wilderness as the seasons succeed each other. But Mr. Olson is not content merely to
"describe; he probes for meanings that will lead the reader to a different and more revealing
way of looking at the out-of-doors and to a deeper sense of its eternal values. In each of the
thirty-four chapters of The Singing Wilderness he has sought to capture an essential quality of
our magnificent lake and forest heritage. He shows us what can be read from the rocks of the
great Canadian Shield; he offers a delightful essay on the virtues of pine knots as fuel; he
writes of the ways of a canoe, of flashing trout in the pools of the Isabella, of tamarack bogs,
caribou moss, the flight of wild geese, timber wolves, and the birds of the ski trails. And much
more, with something to satisfy every taste for wilderness experience. Superbly illustrated with
38 black-and-white drawings by Francis Lee Jaques, The Singing Wilderness is a book that no
lover of nature will want to be without. To anyone who contemplates a vacation in the lake
country of northern Minnesota and adjoining Canada, it is the perfect vade mecum.

Singing Wilderness
From “an exceptional storyteller,” Somewhere in the Unknown World is a collection of
powerful stories of refugees who have found new lives in Minnesota’s Twin Cities, told by the
award-winning author of The Latehomecomer and The Song Poet. All over this country, there
are refugees. But beyond the headlines, few know who they are, how they live, or what they
have lost. Although Minnesota is not known for its diversity, the state has welcomed more
refugees per capita than any other, from Syria to Bosnia, Thailand to Liberia. Now, with
nativism on the rise, Kao Kalia Yang—herself a Hmong refugee—has gathered stories of the
stateless who today call the Twin Cities home. Here are people who found the strength and
courage to rebuild after leaving all they hold dear. Awo and her mother, who escaped from
Somalia, reunite with her father on the phone every Saturday, across the span of continents
and decades. Tommy, born in Minneapolis to refugees from Cambodia, cannot escape the war
that his parents carry inside. As Afghani flees the reach of the Taliban, he seeks at every stop
what he calls a certificate of his humanity. Mr. Truong brings pho from Vietnam to Frogtown in
St. Paul, reviving a crumbling block as well as his own family. In Yang’s exquisite, necessary
telling, these fourteen stories for refugee journeys restore history and humanity to America's
strangers and redeem its long tradition of welcome.

Canoe Country Camping
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A rich and revelatory memoir of a young woman reclaiming her courage in the stark
landscapes of the north. By the time Blair Braverman was eighteen, she had left her home in
California, moved to arctic Norway to learn to drive sled dogs, and found work as a tour guide
on a glacier in Alaska. Determined to carve out a life as a “tough girl”—a young woman who
confronts danger without apology—she slowly developed the strength and resilience the
landscape demanded of her. By turns funny and sobering, bold and tender, Welcome to the
Goddamn Ice Cube brilliantly recounts Braverman’s adventures in Norway and Alaska.
Settling into her new surroundings, Braverman was often terrified that she would lose control of
her dog team and crash her sled, or be attacked by a polar bear, or get lost on the tundra.
Above all, she worried that, unlike the other, gutsier people alongside her, she wasn’t cut out
for life on the frontier. But no matter how out of place she felt, one thing was clear: she was
hooked on the North. On the brink of adulthood, Braverman was determined to prove that her
fears did not define her—and so she resolved to embrace the wilderness and make it her own.
Assured, honest, and lyrical, Welcome to the Goddamn Ice Cube paints a powerful portrait of
self-reliance in the face of extraordinary circumstance. Braverman endures physical
exhaustion, survives being buried alive in an ice cave, and drives her dogs through a whiteout
blizzard to escape crooked police. Through it all, she grapples with love and
violence—navigating a grievous relationship with a fellow musher, and adapting to the
expectations of her Norwegian neighbors—as she negotiates the complex demands of being a
young woman in a man’s land. Weaving fast-paced adventure writing and ethnographic
journalism with elegantly wrought reflections on identity, Welcome to the Goddamn Ice Cube
captures the triumphs and the perils of Braverman’s journey to self-discovery and
independence in a landscape that is as beautiful as it is unforgiving.

Welcome to the Goddamn Ice Cube
How small can a free-living organism be? On the surface, this question is straightforward-in
principle, the smallest cells can be identified and measured. But understanding what factors
determine this lower limit, and addressing the host of other questions that follow on from this
knowledge, require a fundamental understanding of the chemistry and ecology of cellular life.
The recent report of evidence for life in a martian meteorite and the prospect of searching for
biological signatures in intelligently chosen samples from Mars and elsewhere bring a new
immediacy to such questions. How do we recognize the morphological or chemical remnants
of life in rocks deposited 4 billion years ago on another planet? Are the empirical limits on cell
size identified by observation on Earth applicable to life wherever it may occur, or is minimum
size a function of the particular chemistry of an individual planetary surface? These questions
formed the focus of a workshop on the size limits of very small organisms, organized by the
Steering .Group for the Workshop on Size Limits of Very Small Microorganisms and held on
October 22 and 23, 1998. Eighteen invited panelists, representing fields ranging from cell
biology and molecular genetics to paleontology and mineralogy, joined with an almost equal
number of other participants in a wide-ranging exploration of minimum cell size and the
challenge of interpreting micro- and nano-scale features of sedimentary rocks found on Earth
or elsewhere in the solar system. This document contains the proceedings of that workshop. It
includes position papers presented by the individual panelists, arranged by panel, along with a
summary, for each of the four sessions, of extensive roundtable discussions that involved the
panelists as well as other workshop participants.

Hiking the North Shore
A Life in Two Worlds chronicles Betty Skoog's years on Saganagon's Lake before it became
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part of Quetico Park.
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